You’ve Got to

Squat!
If You Want to Muscularize
Your Thighs Fast
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ll bodybuilders—even those who loathe and fear them—
admit that squats are the key exercise for developing massive, muscular thighs. Squats, squats and more squats
have been the main leg exercise of bodybuilding champions for the past 75 years. Just about every champ you can name,
with the exception of a few rare genetically gifted bodybuilders
(Vince Taylor and Paul Dillett come to mind), has devoted many
hours to the squat rack.
The reason is simple. The thighs are the body’s largest muscles,
and they’re very powerful. It takes heavy weights to build them up,
and squats enable you to use very heavy weights. Squats develop the quadriceps, hamstrings, glutes and lower back. They also
stimulate growth all over the body, not just in the thighs, because
of what’s known as an “indirect effect.” Arthur Jones, the genius
behind the Nautilus machines and training principles, first wrote
about it back in the early ’70s in Iron Man.
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As Jones explained, when a muscle grows in response to exercise, it
stimulates growth in other muscle
groups at the same time. If you train
a small muscle like the biceps or
the triceps, the thighs, chest and
back will experience some indirect
growth at the same time, although
very small amounts. The bigger the
muscle group, the greater the indirect-growth effect. Since thighs are
the largest muscles, training them
stimulates the most growth in the
rest of the body.
That means you’ll never achieve
your maximum size in the back,
chest and arms unless you develop
your thighs to their maximum potential. Even Vince Gironda, the
famed Iron Guru and the man who
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Leg presses are okay, but they’re
no match for heavy squats in the
mass-building department.

You’ll never achieve
your potential for
overall size unless
you develop your
thighs to the max.
disliked the barbell squat so much
he wouldn’t even allow squat racks
in his gym, believed that “15 percent
of upper-body growth comes from
intense leg training.” Vince felt that
regular barbell squats, at least the
way most bodybuilders perform
them—head down, lower back
rounded over, and glutes coming up
first, ahead of the thighs, in a kind of

combination good morning/bentover-squat—overdevelop the glutes,
“spread” the hips and widen the
waist, which reduces the V-taper.
They also develop the upper thighs
too much while not building the
lower thighs, creating what he called
turnip-shaped thighs.
Vince felt that sissy squats,
Smith-machine squats done with
the feet forward and hack squats developed more aesthetically pleasing
leg shape and mass while minimizing growth in the glutes, hips and
waistline.
Not everyone gets a wide waist
or wide hips from squatting. Bone
structure and other genetic factors play roles as well. Sergio Oliva,
Frank Zane and Brian Buchanan all
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squatted heavy at different times in
their careers but retained amazingly
narrow hips, glutes and waistlines
because of their gifted genetics. Sergio Oliva had been a weightlifting
champion of Cuba before he defected to the United States. His narrow
hips and waistline were actually
handicaps when it came to cleaning, pressing, snatching and jerking
heavy weights, but they made him a
genetic freak in bodybuilding. It just
goes to show that a genetic defect
in one sport can be a blessing in
another.
Bodybuilders from the 1940s and
’50s didn’t have much choice when
it came to exercises for developing
their thighs. They didn’t have the
multitude of leg machines that we
have now. They had crude leg extension/leg curl machines, did barbell
hack squats and sissy squats and
used squat racks for their back and
front squats. For that reason alone
you had to squat in order to develop
thigh mass and strength in those
days; however, many avoided any
variation of the exercise because
doctors and so-called experts said
squats caused knee injuries. They
tried to get by with just sissy squats,
leg extensions and leg curls and
wound up with underdeveloped legs
and unsymmetrical physiques.
Then there were the guys who
avoided leg training altogether out
of sheer laziness. They were the
guys who wore long pants at the
beach along with the tank tops that
showed off their arms and upper
body.
By the 1970s two machines had
become pretty common—the vertical leg press and hack squat—and
bodybuilders who vehemently
disliked barbell squats avoided the
squat rack like the plague. Instead,
they did leg presses, hack squats, leg
extensions and leg curls in hopes
that it would be enough to build the
thigh mass and muscularity that the
squatters developed. Nevertheless,

Free-bar or
Smith-machine
squats are your
number-one
mass builders.
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Vince Gironda believed
that 15 percent of
upper-body growth
comes from intense
leg training.
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Altering your stance and
bar placement can completely change the exercise.

most of the big-time champions
like Sergio Oliva, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Franco Columbu still
did back squats as their main thigh
builder.
Then, in the late ’70s, Tom Platz
arrived on the bodybuilding scene,
displaying a kind of thigh mass and
thickness and deep separation, even
in his lower thighs, that had never
been seen before. His main exercise was, of course, the back squat.
Tom’s leg workouts were legendary
for their intensity and sheer all-out
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effort. He’d sometimes squat with
405 pounds for 50 reps, and on his
so-called light leg day he’d put 225
pounds on the bar and squat for 10
minutes nonstop! When Platz went
heavy, he used 600 pounds for 10
reps. That was unheard of in those
days.
Some of today’s bodybuilders,
fueled by a plethora of drugs and
supplements, can lift far heavier
weights than Platz did in his prime,
but he was the pioneer, the man
who set the standard for the mas-

sive thighs we see on today’s champs.
When you get right down to it, with
the exception of leg extensions and
leg curls, just about every popular leg
exercise is a variation of the squat.
That includes lunges—a form of
one-leg squatting—and leg presses.
Some bodybuilders still maintain
that squats hurt their knees and
lower backs too much. That’s more a
problem of proper exercise form and
the need to warm up properly before
lifting heavy weights. With the multitude of leg machines available today,
there’s no reason to avoid leg training.
There is no reason to have underdeveloped thighs because you’re afraid
of injury. With all the variations of
squats available, you can surely find
exercises that will enable you to develop your thighs without damaging
your knees and lower back.
Off the top of my head I can list at
least a dozen or more kinds of squatting exercises, starting with the standard full barbell squat, a.k.a. the back
squat (hamstrings tight against the
calves at the bottom). There are also
parallel squats, half squats, one quarter squats in the power rack, squats in
the top position for a count of 10 seconds in the power rack, bench squats,
front squats, Jefferson squats, onelegged Smith-machine squats, Smithmachine squats with your feet six to
12 inches apart and forward so there
is no stress on the lower back, regular
Smith-machine squats, Smith-machine front squats, Smith-machine
sumo squats (feet wide apart and
turned out to the sides), Romanchair squats, barbell hack squats,
machine hack squats, hack-machine
front squats, sissy squats, three-way
sissy squats, reverse sissy squats on
the hack machine, Zane Leg Blaster
squats (requires a Frank Zane Leg
Blaster device) and belt squats (requires a Parrillo belt squat machine),
Smith-machine reverse sissy squats,
Magic Circle squats (requires a Magic
Circle squatting device), barbell
lunges, dumbbell lunges, Smith-machine lunges, leg presses and one-leg
presses.

Before squatting
heavy, do a couple
of light sets of leg
extensions.
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Vince Gironda felt that sissy
squats developed more aesthetically pleasing leg shape.
I should add that nearly every one
of those exercises can be changed by
your using a wide or narrow stance
and, on the hack squat and leg press
machines, by placing your feet low
or high on the foot platform, with
your knees in or out. You can dictate
where you develop your thighs—the
outer thighs, a.k.a. the sweeps, or
the fronts of the quads—by either
pushing from your heels or from
the balls of your feet as you ascend.
Obviously, you can increase training
intensity by supersetting two leg exercises or performing drop sets with
the help of a training partner.
It would take a book to give
proper coverage to every version of
the squat, but here are training tips
on the most basic variations to help
you develop your thighs without
injuring your body.

Full and Parallel
Squats Performed With
a Barbell or Smith Machine
These are your number-one mass
builders. Unless you’re injured or
have a serious problem with your
knees or lower back, you should always include a version of full or parallel squats in your leg routine. They
require more warmup sets than any
other exercise I can think of. Before
squatting heavy, do a couple of light
sets of leg extensions to get some
blood into your knees and warm up
your legs. Then perform anywhere
from two to four warmup sets of
squats, pyramiding up in weight on

each successive set.
Remember that these aren’t
all-out work sets; they’re warmup
sets. Pick a weight with which you
normally could do 20 reps and do
10. Then choose a weight you could
easily use for 15 reps and do an easy
seven. And, finally, pick a weight
you could squat for 10 reps and do
five. If your knees still feel a bit stiff
and sore, do another warmup set. If
they and your legs feel well warmed
up, then go ahead and start your
work sets.

You can dictate
where you develop
your thighs.
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Sqatting in a Smith machine allows you to place less stress on
your hips, glutes and lower back.

You can squat to parallel (thighs
parallel to the floor) or do full squats
(hamstrings tight against your
calves), depending on your flexibility and preference. Place the bar
across your traps, not high on your
shoulders. Your lower back should
be arched throughout the squatting motion. Never allow it to round
over. Tilt your torso forward about
15 to 20 degrees and lock it in.
Don’t lean forward as you descend or lean back as you come up.
If you lean forward as you squat,
your head goes down and your
glutes come up—and you don’t
want that. It leads to a rocking motion and puts tremendous stress
on your lower back. It also causes
the load to be placed too much on
the glutes and taken off the quads,
which is also what you don’t want.
Another don’t: Don’t bounce up
from the bottom position, as it’s
very dangerous for the knees. Try to
lock your body into that one tilted-
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forward position as you squat and
come up, staying tight throughout
the set. On the way up push up hard
from your heels, trying to keep your
hips and heels directly under the
bar.
For safety reasons it’s best to
squat in a power rack, with the
safety catches set about where you’d
be in the bottom position. That way
you don’t have to worry about failing on your last reps and getting
stuck in the deep-squat position.
You can squat till failure and feel
secure that the catches are there in
case you need to dump the bar.

Try to lock your
body into a tiltedforward position
as you squat and
come up.

Even when you’re squatting in
a power rack, it’s still good to have
a training partner—who, ideally,
is about your size so the safety
catches are set right for both of
you. A training partner can give you
encouragement and help you do a
forced rep by pulling up on the bar
slightly, enough to get you past the
sticking point.
As for Smith-machine squats,
some say they are for wimps, but
Dorian Yates preferred them to
barbell squats, and his thighs were
massive beyond belief. Squatting
in the Smith machine allows you to
place less stress on your hips, glutes
and lower back because you can
position your feet forward in front
of the machine and then lean back
into the bar—with the bar high on
your shoulders—making it a very
pure thigh exercise (especially if
you use a narrow stance—say, with
your feet six to 12 inches apart).
The machine’s design lends itself to
deep, full squats, so take advantage
of that. Depending on what part of
the thigh you want to develop, push
off at the bottom from either your
heels, for outer-thigh mass, or the
balls of your feet, for middle-thigh
development. Pushing from the
heels is best suited to squats done
when your feet are shoulder width
apart, while pushing from the balls
of your feet is best done with your
feet six to 12 inches apart.

Sumo Squats
You can do these with a barbell
or in a Smith machine. The Smithmachine version is a little easier
and safer because you don’t have to
worry about balancing the bar. In
either case take a wide stance—a
foot or more outside your shoulders—with your feet turned out to
the sides. Sumo squats work the
insides of the quads, especially the
sartorius muscles. They also work
the “thigh rods” at the tops of the
thighs, where they blend into the
torso. Not only that, but they hit the
hamstrings quite rigorously as well.
In fact, along with so-called hamstring leg presses—with your feet
high on the platform, heels on the
top edge and toes completely off the
platform—sumo squats are the best
hamstring builders around.
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When you go heavy, squat in a power
rack—and always look straight
ahead to protect your back.

Barbell Hack Squats

Machine Hack Squats
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Depending on where you place
your feet on the platform, you can
work more upper or lower thigh,
more outer thigh or middle thigh. By
placing your feet high and wide on
the platform, with your knees wide
apart, and pushing from your heels,
you can hit mostly outer thighs and
sweep. If you place your feet low on
the platform, with your knees in,
and push off from the balls of your
feet, you work mostly lower thigh.
If you place them in the middle of
the platform with your knees almost
touching and push off from the balls
of your feet, you target mostly the
middle portion of the quadriceps.
If you push from your heels, you’ll
work mostly outer and upper thighs.
Whether your target is the outeror lower-thigh area, come up only
two-thirds to three-quarters of the
way to maintain constant tension
on the thighs. Try to go deep in the
bottom position to work the muscles over a fuller range of motion.
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Place a barbell behind your body,
tucked tightly under your glutes.
With a two-to-six-inch block under
your heels, squat as low as you can,
but come up only two-thirds of the
way to keep constant tension on
your lower thighs, especially the
teardrop muscle above the knee.
That technique is a favorite of thigh
master Roger Stewart, who prefer
the barbell to the hack squat machine.

Front Squats
This is an excellent lower-thigh
and teardrop developer. Take the
bar from the squat rack, resting it
across your upper chest and delts,
with your hands crossed over your
chest for balance. Some lifters like

Imagine your body
as a coil under
tension, and explode
up from the bottom.
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to squat with their heels elevated
on a two-by-four for better balance. As with other types of squats,
look straight ahead, keep your back
arched, and try to come up under
the weight as you rise to the top.
And don’t bounce out of the bottom position. Rather, imagine your
body as a coil under tension and use
that tension to “explode” up from
the bottom position, continuing
smoothly to the top.

Sissy Squats
Despite its name, this exercise
is not for sissies. Even the most
hardcore regular squatter can be
whimpering in pain after a proper
set of bodyweight sissy squats. To
do these right, get up on your toes
and lean back until your upper body
is almost parallel to the floor. Your
quads and torso should be on the
same plane—in line. Imagine there’s
a low bar in front of you and you’re
trying to limbo under the bar. As
you come up, drive your hips and
knees forward. Come up only twothirds of the way to keep constant
tension on your quads.

Half Squats and
Bench Squats
These are great for developing
strength and power. They enable
you to use very heavy weights and
for safety purposes are best done in
a power rack. Still, you should have
a training partner spotting you in
case you get stuck in the low position. Half squats and bench squats
are best done for low to medium
reps—say, four to eight.
Some people like to place a low
bench between their legs that stops
them six to eight inches above parallel. As soon as they feel the bench,
they return to the locked-out position. That movement is a good up
per-thigh builder but doesn’t work
the lower thighs, so don’t overdo it.
Keep an eye on your development. If your upper thighs start
getting out of proportion to your
lower thighs (and 90 percent of
bodybuilders look that way to begin
with), reduce your sets or drop the
exercise from your routine.
Do half squats or bench squats
after you’ve done your barbell or
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Smith-machine squats, when your legs
and body are well warmed up. On your
first set of half or bench squats you
should use the weight you used during
your final set of full or parallel squats.

Quarter Squats and
Squat Static Holds
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Neveux
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A hip injury forced Dorian
Yates to eliminate free-bar
squats. He used Smithmachine squats, hack
squats and leg presses
instead, obviously with
impressive results.

These two variations won’t build
much thigh mass, but they will make
you much stronger, so you can use
heavier weights on your other heavy
leg work—which will result in bigger
and more muscular legs. They’ll enable you to use maximum weights,
and you should always do them in a
power rack. You should also have a
training partner to help you get the
bar into position.
Set the safety bars one or two inches
below where you’d be in the top position of a squat. On quarter squats do
sets of four to six reps with your maximum full- or parallel-squat poundage
plus at least 50 percent more than
that. For example, if you squat 200
pounds for six reps: 50 percent of 200
is 100. So for your first set of quarter
squats you’d use 300 pounds.
The range of motion is only a few
inches. Keep your abs and back tight,
and just bend your knees two or three
inches. At the top, pause briefly before
squatting again. Guard against doing
the reps too fast because the tendency
is to sort of bounce up and down
quickly, and the bar starts twisting.
Do two to three sets of quarter
squats, adding weight to the bar on
each successive set, as follows: 1x6-8,
1x4-6, 1x4. You’ll be amazed at how
quickly you gain strength from these.
After only a few weeks you’ll be using
weights you never dreamed possible.
For squat static holds all you do is
hold the bar across your traps while
standing in the most fully erect position. Start with the weight you used
on your final set of quarter squats and
add weight on each successive set. Do
three sets of 10-second holds, resting
two to three minutes between sets.
Don’t bend your knees at all except
for the first repetition, when you have
to bend them a little to pop the bar
off the racks. It’s best if your training
partner helps you with the first rep so
you can control the bar. The weights
you use are so heavy in comparison to
what your body is accustomed to—expect to use 80 to 100 percent over
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what you’d use on full or parallel
squats—that strength increases will
come quickly. And it’s kind of fun to
see just how much weight you can
hold for 10 seconds.
If you really want to push up the
intensity, you can try a couple of
extra sets on which you reduce the
hold time to five seconds and then
an absolute maximum effort of one
to two seconds. You can also experiment with holding the weights for
more than 10 seconds—say 15 to 20
seconds, then 25 to 30. That’s after
you’ve been doing the 10-second
holds for a month or so.
Just because it’s a limited range
of motion, or no motion in the
case of the static holds, don’t think
these are easy. On the contrary, the
weights are so heavy that the sets
will take all your concentration and
strength. It’s hard stuff—so intense,
difficult and taxing that I suggest
you do quarter squats and the
static-hold squats just once or twice
a month.
Those two exercises make your
skeletal frame and the deep, underlying back muscles very strong,
along with the spinal erectors,
abdominals, hips and thighs. Your
whole body gets stronger.
If you normally full-squat 315
pounds for six reps, your strength
will shoot up rapidly when you start
putting 400 and 500 pounds across
your shoulders. After you do several sets of 10-second static holds
with 500 pounds, the next time you
squat, 315 pounds will feel pretty
light. You’ll probably get nine or 10
repetitions, maybe even more.
If your thighs need more size,
sweep, muscularity or power, squats
can give them to you in spades. Try
an all-squat routine for great results.
Pick three of the exercises discussed
above and perform three to five sets
of each, pyramiding up the weight
on each successive set.
Here are two sample routines that
are bound to improve your thighs.
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Frank Zane squatted
heavy at different
times in his career
but retained amazingly small hips,
glutes and waistline
because of his gifted
genetics.

A few sets of 10second static holds
with 500 pounds will
make your normal work
sets feel pretty light.
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Routine B

Dumbbell deadlifts
can be a great, safe leg
exercise, especially for
home trainees who may
not have a squat rack.

(Power Program)
Leg Extensions
(warmup)

2 x 20

Parallel Squats
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(warmup) 1 x 20, 1 x 10, 1 x 6
(work sets) 5 x 10, 8, 6, 4, 3-4

Routine A
Leg Extensions
(warmup)

2 x 15-20

Smith-Machine Squats
(warmup) 1 x 20, 1 x 10, 1 x 6
(work sets) 5 x 10, 8, 6, 4, 3-4

Barbell hack squats can
be a good alternative
leg movement. MRI
studies show they hit all
the muscles of the front
thigh hard.

Hack Squats

Sumo Squats
(warmup)

1 x 15
(the last two sets are
double drops
1 x 12, 10(8)(6), 8(6)(4)

Barbell hack squats
are especially good
for the teardrop
muscle above the
knee.
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(warmup)
1 x15
(the last set is a drop)
3 x 12, 10, 8(5)
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Bench Squats

(start with the
weight used on your last set
of parallel squats) 4 x 8, 6, 4, 3
optional (in power rack) 1 x 2

Quarter Squats

(in power rack, long pins set
four inches below lockout;
begin with the weight used on
your last set of bench squats)
4 x 6-8, 4-6, 3-4, 2-3

Static Holds for
10-Seconds

(Begin with the weight used on
your last set of quarter squats
and pyramid the weight)
3 x 10 seconds
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While half squats miss the
quads’ important semistretched position, a key spot
for optimal fiber activation,
they can help you build more
power.

IM founder
Peary Rader and
his Magic Circle
squat device.

Keep a training diary of the
weights you use and the number
of reps you perform on each set
of each exercise. Then try to beat
what you did at the previous
workout each time you train legs.
If your thighs have stopped
growing or you’re cursed with
skinny legs, try the all-squat
routines for eight to 10 weeks. If
you train with high intensity and
increase your poundages regularly, you’ll add mass and sweep
to your thighs guaranteed. IM
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Deep Thoughts

Using an allsquat routine
for 10 weeks
can bring up
your quads
with slabs of
new muscle
and strength.
See the 10 x
10 routine that
begins on page
108.
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There’s always been controversy over squats, be they Smith machine, hacks or free-bar. Some say that going below parallel is a danger to the knees, while others say that stopping when your thighs are
parallel to the ground is more dangerous for those fragile joints.
Who’s right? The most recent research seems to confirm that putting the brakes on a heavy load at the parallel position throws more
stress on the knee joint (although cumulative effects of deep squatting may contribute to arthritis of the knee joint). Going a little lower
sends some of that stress to the powerful hip area.
But potential injury aside, if you’re talking about packing the most
size on your thighs, just below parallel is the way to go. It has to do
with the max-force point of the powerful quad muscles.
Scientists have determined that a muscle can produce the most
force when it’s in a semistretched position—just above a full stretch.
That’s where the fibers are perfectly aligned for power-packed action.
A full stretch of the quads occurs at the bottom of a sissy squat,
with your torso and quads on the same plane, your knees bent and
out in front of your toes and your hamstrings against your calves
(imagine doing the limbo).
To hit the semistretched position, bring your torso upright and
your hamstrings just off of your calves. That’s it: the low position of a
squat. If you stop above parallel, you don’t quite reach that important
max-force-generation point and you don’t achieve maximum quadfiber recruitment.
If you aren’t built to go low on free-bar squats—long-legged trainees are usually in that category—try Smith-machine squats instead.
Or hack squats. Even dumbbell squats or trap-bar deadlifts can help
you reach that below-parallel optimum-fiber-recruitment point
that’s so important for mass development. You could even do a set or
two of one of those exercises after a few sets of regular squats if you
just can’t bear to give up the free-bar variety.
If you really want to blast the max-force position and flip on the
growth ignition, try X-First stage sets on Smith-machine or hack
squats. Squat down to just below parallel, but come up to just barely
above the parallel point on each rep. Keep up those partial nonlock
reps, dipping below parallel on each one, till you can’t stand the pain,
then drive all the way to the top—you may need help getting there—
and continue with partials in the top one-third of the stroke, flexing
your quads hard on each lockout. You’ll almost feel your quads crackling with new growth after that.
—Steve Holman
www.X-Rep.com
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Editor’s note: For more innovative training tips, visit
www.X-Rep.com.
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